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The Department of Family Services and Labour (FSL)in partnership with the Department of 
Entrepreneurship, Training and Trade has established a Fair Practices Office.  The development 
of this office has occurred through thoughtful consultations with the Office of the Ombudsman, 
the EIA Advocates’ Network, the Workers Compensation Board and the Manitoba Public 
Insurance Corporation, all of whom have a Fair Practices Officer or an interest in this project.  
Dennis Schellenberg will assume the duties of the first Fair Practices Officer (FPO). 
 
The FPO is intended to be part of the services continuum for all Departmental programs which 
currently have a right of appeal to the Social Services Appeal Board.  Its role in the service 
continuum will be that of “customer service” or a place where clients of the services can go to 
express their concerns about their experience with the service.  The FPO will not interfere with 
the normal complaint process in Community Areas or Regional Offices but will be one more 
place that Manitobans can go to express concerns about their perceived treatment by our 
programs. 
 



 

Attached to this Circular is the Policy document giving the Fair Practices Office its authority. 
Referrals to the FPO can come from many sources but the FPO will always need to have a 
conversation with the actual client before proceeding.  The FPO, upon receiving the 
complainant’s consent for release of confidential information, will be the finder of the facts of 
the complaint, assess the issue and make recommendations to the Community Area or Region 
Office. 
 
Additionally, please note the fairness criteria as articulated in the Fairness Triangle, namely: 
 

 Procedural fairness relates to how decisions are made - the steps to be followed before, 
during and after decisions are made.  This will include issues such as explaining the 
decisions and its impact to the applicants or participant. 

 Substantive fairness relates to the fairness of the decision itself. 
 Relational fairness relates to how people are treated during the decision-making 

process, and how they feel about the process and the outcome. 
 
These will be the criteria against which issues of fair practices will be assessed. 
 
While it is the intention to extend the role of the Fair Practices Office to all the FSL programs 
listed in the Fair Practices Office Policy, it will start its work with a focus on Employment and 
Income Assistance.  As time goes by, further communications will be issued as to which 
programs will be added to the policy mandate of the Fair Practices Office.  A communication 
targeted at EIA applicants and participants is attached.  A supply of the printed communication 
has been sent to your office.  Please ensure that this communication is available in your public 
waiting area and that staff have a supply to provide to participants.  The launch of the FPO will 
occur on August 19, 2013 prior to which time you will have received your supply of the 
communication document and this Circular. 
 
Dennis Schellenberg is available to discuss the Fair Practices Office with you and your staff.  He 
can be reached at: 
 

725-175 Hargrave St. 
Winnipeg, MB 
Phone: 204-945-1047 
Or call toll free: 1-800-282-8069 (toll free) 
Fax: 204-945-1736 
Email: Dennis.Schellenberg@gov.mb.ca  

 

mailto:Dennis.Schellenberg@gov.mb.ca
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Definition of Fairness 
The definition of fairness for this purpose is built upon the Manitoba Ombudsman’s “Fairness Triangle”.  
The three axis of the triangle are: 

 Procedural fairness relates to how decisions are made - the steps to be followed before, during 
and after decisions are made.  

 Substantive fairness relates to the fairness of the decision itself.  

 Relational fairness relates to how people are treated during the decision making process, and 
how they feel about the process and the outcome. 

 
Within the triangle, fairness in decision making would expect that decisions be unbiased, dispassionate, 
equitable and impartial. 

 
1.0 The Department of Family Service and Labour (Department) has established the Fair Practices 
Office as part of the overall quality service capacity for programs conducted by the Department.  This 
office will serve the following programs delivered by the Department: 

 Employment and Income Assistance (EIA) 

 Community Living disABILITY Services  

 Children’s disABILITY Services 

 marketAbilities Program 

 Early Learning and Child Care Services 

1.1 The Fair Practices Office will begin its work by focusing on the Employment and Income 
Assistance (EIA) program but will eventually expand its role to include the above noted 
programs.   



 

 

2.0  Statement of Policy 
2.1 The Department will appoint a Fair Practices Officer and define his or her role and 

mandate. 
2.2  The Fair Practices Office will, in accordance with the role and mandate established by the 

Department, investigate and make recommendations relating to matters of fairness in 
which a participant/client of the above mentioned programs is or may be aggrieved. 

2.3 In addition, the Fair Practices Office will publish an annual report which will be made 
available publically. 

2.4 The Fair Practices Office will report to the Department through the Assistant Deputy 
Minister of Administration and Finance.  The Fair Practices Office shall provide an annual 
report to the Executive Management Committee of the Department by the end of March 
of each year. 

3.0 Authority 
3.1 The Department is committed to quality services to Manitobans and to that end the 

Minister has authorized the establishment of the Fair Practices Office.  
3.2 In the undertaking of the role and mandate, the Fair Practices Office is authorized to 

interview staff and view relevant client file records.  
3.3 The Fair Practices Office may interview staff and view file records in any relevant agency 

under contract with the Department that provide services to participants/clients.  
3.4 Depending on the case and the nature of the issue(s), the Fair Practices Office may 

make recommendations to:  

 the Executive Director of Winnipeg Services, 

 the Executive Director of Rural and Northern Services,  

 the Executive Director of EIA Programs, Entrepreneurship, Training and Trade 

 the Director of Early Learning and Child Care 

 the Executive Director of Disability Programs   

3.6 The Fair Practices Office, while authorized and financed by the Department operates as 
a quasi-independent, arms length office of its service delivery and program and policy 
branches  

4.0 Confidentiality and Consent 
4.1 While committing to confidentiality, the Fair Practices Office must be able to share 

relevant information with parties to a complaint. 

4.2 The Fair Practices Officer will receive signed consent from any complainant prior to 
commencing an investigation or negotiation with the program on his or her behalf. 

4.3 The Fair Practices Office’s commitment to confidentiality is limited by the following: 
4.3.1 If the participant reveals to the Fair Practices Office that he or she has been 

misleading the program or is a risk to self or others, the Fair Practices Office will 
have an obligation to report to the appropriate authority. 

4.3.2 The participant will be advised of this limitation and will be urged to reveal this to 
the proper authority before the Fair Practices Office does. 

5.0 Implementation 
5.1 The implementation of this policy shall be authorized and reviewed from time to time by 

the Department.   
5.2 The operations of the Fair Practices Office shall be approved by the Department through 

the normal operating procedures in place to account for spending or changes in 
practices. 

 


